
2008 AUSTRALIAN
SINGLESPEED NATIONALS
APRIL 19 - 20 | WEEKEND ITINERARY

* READ THIS REALLY CAREFULLY SO 
YOU KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON! *

FRIDAY

16:00  EARLY BIRD GROUP RIDE
  Location: SALAMANCA LAWNS
  Details: The One Gear, More Beer bike massive are hosting a ride on some dirt for those   
  arriving early. It will be followed by some food and beers somewhere. Probably mexican. Get  
  along and get  prepared for the weekend! 
 
  There’s a rowdy folk punk show on at The Brisbane Hotel on Friday night, so you won’t be  
  short of entertainment.

SATURDAY

09:00  REGISTRATION
  Location: SALAMANCA LAWNS (See ‘The Map’ for the location)
  Details: Register for the weekend and pick up your race pack (filled with useless shit and also  
  some good stuff).

10:00  GROUP RIDE
  Location: Starts from SALAMANCA LAWNS
  Details: Check out the colour of the local dirt on a guided tour of the local trails with the  
  One Gear, More Beer crew. The ride will finish up at the... (see next entry)

13:00  B’N’C MEAT FEST (vegan friendly)
  Location: WEST HOBART SKATE BOWL (See ‘The Map’)
  Details: A welcome BBQ where everyone can kick around for a bit. Late registration will be avail 
  able if you didn’t make it to the group ride. Free snags/vege burgers/etc. BYO booze.

  This will also be something like a ‘race briefing’ for the whole weekend, so try and make it  
  along!

16:00  GET LOOSE!
  Location: THE BRISBANE HOTEL (See ‘The Map’)
  Details: 16” Criterium Races, Drags In Drag (bring your best dress/fake moustache) & Bike Toss
  Several hours of events and a chance to get used to the brilliance of Tasmanian beer.

19:00  FOOD TIME (vegan friendly)
  Location: THE BRISBANE HOTEL
  Details: Grab a wicked counter meal from The Brisbane and feed your face. Bloody cheap and  
  bloody  good. Load up on carbs (and eat some pasta too).
 
 
 



20:00 -  DEMON DERBY ROLLER RACE / BANDS
til LATE  Location: THE BRISBANE HOTEL
  Details: Jump on a track bike and spin your legs like a mad dog! An all-in roller race, no   
  holds barred! The heats will continue through the night until the final winner is decided.  
  Extra points for nudity of course.

  Live tunes between heats/finals from loose punk rock kids THE TURNAROUND and Hobart   
  alt-country kings LINCOLN LEFEVRE & THE INSIDERS.

SUNDAY

09:30  MEET UP
  Location: SALAMANCA LAWNS
  Details: If you want to ride out to the race venue rather than drive, meet up early for a   
  group roll out there along the charming and flat Hobart Bike Path.

10:00  DEPART
  Details: We’re leaving for the race venue smack-on 10am. Be there or find your own way!

11:00  RIDE, RIDE, RIDE!
  Location: GLENORCHY MTB PARK, TOLOSA STREET (See the website for directions)
  Details: This is the reason you’re here! Race starts at 11am. There will probably be a  
  briefing and then you have to go do a few laps until someone wins. CHAOS WILL ENSUE!

  Free BBQ feed after the race. BYO booze. PRIZES WILL BE GIVEN OUT TO RANDOM PEOPLE   
  (whoever won might get something as well). You could be going home with a    
  brand freakin’ new VOODOO WANGA SINGLESPEED.

15:00  GO HOME
  Or go to the pub! Everything ‘official’ should be wrapped up by 3pm. Rioting will continue  
  until well into the night.

MONDAY

06:43  UGH!
  Location: Wherever
  Details: Drag your sore, sorry, hungover arse out of bed and go to the toilet whilst 
  wondering why you got so drunk over the weekend and how you’re going to afford to   
  make it to next years nationals, wherever they happen to be.

NOTE
This itinerary is as thorough as I can make it. If you get lost, confused, or just need someone to turn 
to when times get rough, give Mischa a call on 0438 599 147 and I’ll try help you figure out how to 

get where you need to go.


